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ABSTRACT
Carey, S W, 1975 The expanding earth -- an essay rewew Earth-Sc, R e v , 11 105--143
The Wegener bombshell of gross continental separation promptly triggered the concept
of earth expansion as an alternative to drift, but books m German by Lmdemann (1927),
Bogolepow (1930), Hllgenberg (1933), and Kemdl (1940) got httle attention in the
Enghsh hterature A second wave by Egyed (1956), Carey (1958), Heezen (1959), Barnett (1962), Brosske (1962), Neyman (1962), Creer (1965), Dearnley (1965), Jordan
(1966), Sterner (1967), and Meservey (1969) ran against the orthodox tide, whmh, m
geology, is lethal
Discovery that pan-global oceamc rifts had palaeomagnetlc growth zones, and confirmation by JOIDES that all ocean floors are post-Palaeozoic, fit equally displacement or
expansion models The plate model combines ocean floor growth with " a x i o m s " that
orogenesls lmphes crustal shortening, that trenches are underthrusts, and that earth radms
is constant All three " a x i o m s " are probably mvahd
The plate theory has fatal falsities Afrma and Antarctica are ringed by expanding rifts
and each should have post-Palaeozoic subduchon zones to swallow more than 3,000 km
of crust These do not exist This dilemma could be side-stepped by flxlng one continent
to its mantle, but escape is impossible with two such continents The Permmn equator
now lies 37 ° north of the equator m North Amerma, 40 ° north m Europe, and 17 ° north
m Siberia, whmh is Impossible on an earth of constant radms without at least 6,000 km
of post-Palaeozoic subductmn wzthzn the Arctm On the plate model the present Pacffm
must be smaller than the Permmn Paclfm by the combined area of the Arctm, Atlantic
and Indian Oceans Yet the continents round the periphery of the Paclfm have all moved
further apart in the direction of the Pacffm margin Meservey has shown the topological
impossibility of progressmn from any Pangaea conflguratmn to the present dlstmbuhon of
the continents except on an expanding earth
Phase-change from inherited metastable super-dense matter, change of G with time,
and secular growth of mass at the expense of energy, have been offered as causes of
expansmn These could be adequate, but raise other anomalms Some new fundamental
principles of physms may still remain to be discovered

G E NE R AL

Global tectonms developed primarily m the European schools fluent m
German, fertfllsed no d o u b t by the great pioneers Suess and Wegener. Enghsh speaking schools, with rare exceptions such as B.B. Brock, remamed
side-tracked m the groove of compresslonal orogenesls, whereas m Europe,
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Russm, and Scandmawa, many recogmsed that n o t only epelrogenes~s b u t
especially orogenesls is pmnarfly a vertical phenomenon, with secondary
superfmlal spreadmg. Blttner, Ampferer, Sederholm, Daqu~, Haarmann, van
Bemmelen, Beloussov (and many other Russmns), and more recently the
excellent model experiments by Ramberg, have emphaslsed the d m p m c pattern of orogenesls. It is natural therefore that the idea of earth expansmn
was conceived and developed primarily m the German hterature.
Lmdemann (1927), m his b o o k Kettengeb~rge, kontmentale Zerspaltung
und Erdexpans~on, argued that the dominating p h e n o m e n o n of the earth's
surface Is rifting and extensmn. He accepted the validity of Wegener's dlsruptmn and dlspersmn of Pangaea, b u t attributed this to the expansmn of the
mtermr He developed an integrated scheme of the evolution of an expandmg earth, and analysed the causes of orogenesls with an insight whmh merits
much wider currency and recogultmn than It has received.
Bogolepow, m three Russian papers m 1922, 1925, and 1928, whmh are
referred to m his 1930 work Dze Dehnung der L~thospare probably preceded
Lmdemann m suggesting earth expansmn. He proposed secular differential
zonal motmns m the mantle, whmh resulted m dextral eddy-hke underdrag
m the southern hemisphere and smlstral m the northern hemisphere
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Hllgenberg's Vom wachsenden Erdball (1933) was dedmated to Wegener,
but he does not appear to have been aware until much later of Lmdemann's
b o o k pubhshed six years before his, nor was he then aware of Bogolepow's
contributions Hllgenberg first assembled the continents on a basket-ballsized papler-mach~ globe, the ongqnal of whmh I was privileged to handle
when I visited him a decade ago All the oceans had been ehmmated and the
slahc crust neatly enclosed the whole earth on a globe a httle less than
two-thirds of the diameter of the reference globe. He postulated that the
mass of the earth as well as its volume waxed with time To explmn this he
clung to the moribund aether flux concept of grawtatlon, and claimed that
energy of the aether flux was contmually absorbed m aether sinks associated
with matter, and was transformed mto matter Hllgenberg still adhered to
this interpretation at the 1967 Newcastle s y m p o s m m
Halm's presidential address to the Astronommal Socmty of South Africa
m 1935 deduced an expandmg earth from a theoretmal analysis of the evolutmn of celestml bodies including stars and planets, trod to the vanatmn of
the effective size of atoms He did n o t appear to have been aware of Lmdemann's or Hflgenberg's books, though he adopted Wegener's Pangaea and
explamed the openmg of the oceans m terms of his theory, along w~th other
broad geologqcal phenomena, b u t he did n o t consider Hflgenberg's model of
the continents formerly enclosing the whole earth. Halm derived theoretmally a radms increase of the order of 1000 km. He p o m t e d o u t the lmphed
progressive emergence of the contments through time simply through spreadmg over the increased surface area without conslderatmn of the greater water
depth m the disjunctive ocean basms Halm explained the Red Sea as a
proto-oceanm rift m the early stages, regarded the Mediterranean as disjunctive, and mterpreted the Gulf of Honduras (p. 19) as a yawnmg gap, "the
jaws being hinged m the neck occupmd at present by Mexmo".
Kemdl, Dehnt stch dze Erde aus~ (1940) was, hke the others, initially
stimulated by Wegener, and he only discovered the works on Lmdemann and
Hflgenberg after he had mdependently reached the conclusmn that the earth
had to be expanding, m order to saUsfy the first-order morphology of the
earth. Nor did he seem to have been aware of Halm's contrlbutmn five years
earher. Like Hflgenberg, Kemdl opted for an original slalm crust covenng
completely the whole earth, with subsequent tensional dlsruptmn, whmh
gave rise to the ever-growing oceans. The source of the dlsruptmn and of all
orogenesls had to be sought deep within the earth -- at least m the core. The
whole umverse and everything within ,t is m a state of expansmn Normal
stars differ from wh,te dwarfs m that the luminous gaseous envelope has
been stripped from the super-dense cores of the latter. Kemdl argued for a
small super-dense metastable core m the earth, and reached a conclusmn
similar to Halm b u t b y a different route.
Shnelderov (1943, 1944, 1961a,b) developed a theory of a pulsating earth
whereto cataclysmm expansmns produced the oceans, and slower contractmns produced orogemc dmstrophlsm, each contract,on was less than the
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preceding expansion, yielding overall irreversible expansion. Shnelderov
clmmed that the earth has a nucleus of dense h o t plasma, excited by a flux
of cosmic subatomm particles (radlons), the intensity of whmh is modulated
by syzygles of the earth with the sun, moon, and planets.
Walker and Walker (1954), t w o "economm geologists, with a joint span of
experience covenng over fifty years of surface and underground observations, finding themselves confronted b y more and more geologmal evidence,
which could n o t possibly be reconciled with [the contraction] hypothesis,
were slowly and reluctantly forced to the opposite conclusion that the Earth
was increasing in volume, and that the cause of this phenomenon must be
some expanding mass at the center of the Earth This idea once adopted, the
phenomena of vulcanlsm and orogeny, -- heretofore inadequately explained,
all fell into place like the parts of a jigsaw puzzle " They reached this
conclusion it seems wholly independently of the earher writers on the expanding earth, nor dld Wegener or gross tectonms or global morphology play
any part m their conception, whmh spawned from smaller scale conventmnal
mineralogy, petrology, and orogenesis
Egyed (1956) pointed o u t that although the total volume of ocean water
had increased during geologmal time by not more than 4%, palaeogeographlc
maps of land and sea for the individual epochs since the Precambrlan, complied mdependently by the Termiers and by Strahov, showed a progressive
decline in the proportion of submergence of the continents lndlwdually and
collectively This implied that the surface area of the earth had increased and
that the relative proportmns of ocean basins to continental platforms also
steadily increased. Indeed, Darwm had concluded long ago (1883, p. 288)
that since the Precambnan, continents seem to have suffered a preponderance, dunng many oscillations of sea-level, of the forces of elevatmn, while
m contrast, true oceanic islands showed no remnant of Palaeozom rocks
Suess (1906) likewise had observed a secular emergence through geological
time. Egyed calculated an average increase of 0.5 mm per year in the earth's
radius, which he assumed to be uniform, although Falrbndge (1964, p 65)
suggested that the Indicated expansion m a y well have accelerated since the
Mesozom, as indeed much other ewdence supports Egyed's conclusmn has
been cntlclsed by Velzer (1971) on the grounds that his time units were
systematmally longer in the earher permds so that, ff continental platforms
were randomly nsmg and stoking, longer time samples would consistently
reveal a larger area as having been submerged within that time sample However maps carefully replotted with the best modern mformatmn still confirm
Egyed's general result. Moreover they also reveal (as indeed do Egyed's
graphs more crudely) that the general emergent trend ~s modulated by longterm second-order cycles
Armstrong (1969) pointed o u t that the major controls of sea-level (assumIng constant ocean and crust volumes) are polar and glacial ice, orogenesls,
epelrogeny, and erosmn, and the oceanic rises which are elevated because of
their transmnt higher temperature. All these effects are valid, and no d o u b t
-

-
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contribute to the strong fluctuations m Egyed's graphs, b u t could nevertheless a m o u n t only to modulations on a steady state. However heat production
(whmh is ultimately responsible for the rises) has dechned b y 20% over the
last 500 m . y , whmh, translated m t o nse volume, would account for an 80-m
overall fall m sea level, a large proportion of Egyed's emergence. But is
Armstrong's premise vahd 9 This would imply a dechne of tectomsm with
time, whmh ~s contrary to the general empmclsm that the reverse is true.
Hallam (1971) accepts the emergent trends recogmsed by Egyed, and also
the second-order cycles, b u t offers the alternative explanation that continents have thmkened by mantle-dlfferentmtlon underplatmg more rapidly
than they have been reduced b y surface erosion, so that the contments have
stood progressively higher through geological time
At the Hobart s y m p o s m m on continental drift (March 1956), I pointed
out that when reconstruction of Pangaea is attempted by accurate plots
using obhque stereographm pro]ectmns, or by using spherically-moulded plastm tracing foil to transfer from a 30-mch globe to a hemispherical compilation table, radial gore-hke gaps invariably appear, whmh separate regmns
whmh the local geological history would tie together. This applies to every
reconstruction that has been attempted by all authors, and anses from the
fact that the assemblages have been made on an earth of present size. A
coherent integral assembly is only possible on a globe of smaller radius,
because the value of 7r (the ratio of the circumference to diameter) of a
c~rcular area on the surface of a sphere mcreases w~th increasing radius of
sphere, to reach the conventional value of lr when the size of the sphere
becomes mfmite. This led to the fmdmg of Hflgenberg's and Egyed's papers
Accordingly the hypothesis of an expanding earth was actively explored and
found to solve many hitherto puzzling features of global tectonics.
Heezen (1959) stated to the Nme-Vlllefranche international colloqmm of
the CNRS m May 1958 that contmental displacements can be effected in
two very different ways -- by continental drift, in whmh blocks float laterally across the upper part of the mantle, or by expansmn of the interior of the
earth, so that solid and dlfferentmted crust breaks, and individual blocks
become separated by insertion between them of newly derived mantle differentmte. In the case of continental drift one should find compression nght
along one side of a continent and extensmn right along the opposite side. In
the case of expansion of the interior one should find extension in all oceanic
zones $elsmm refraction measurements in the upper part of the continental
ramp along the east coast of North Amerma revealed a sedunent-fllled trough
of analogous dimensions to the present marginal trenches ot Puerto Rico and
the clrcum-Paclfm gq_rdle The differences of morphology were probably the
result of their different rates of sedimentation, and n o t of a difference of
structural ongm The explanation of deep sea trenches by a great tectogene
down-buckle of the crust was n o t tenable having regard to the geophysical
data. The continental margqns of all the coasts of the continents seemed to
g~ve ewdence of extension
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Wilson (1960) was stimulated b y Drake's support of Dlrac's proposal that
the gravitational constant dlmmlshed with time, which would involve some
expansion of the crust. He rejected the concepts of a doubling of the radius
from a pnmordlal earth totally enclosed by sial, b u t found that the midoceanic rifts, the distribution of heat flux, and several other features were
compatible with more limited expansion, "though this does n o t constitute a
proof. Even if true, expansion at the rate here postulated could conceivably
be due to phase changes in the Earth's m t e n o r or perhaps to differentiation
of the core and mantle, b u t a decrease in G remains an inviting idea"
This idea of secular decrease of G with consequent earth expansion was
taken up in Russia by Ivanenko and Sagltov (1961). Neymann {1962) also
proposed an expanding earth from a study of relations across the Paclhc. In
this he followed Kmllov, who had reached the same conclusion b u t had
assumed that the Pacific Ocean had formed by a widening rift between the
Rockies and the Andes, which had originally been m apposltmn. Prophetically he stated that the parts of the Pacffm Ocean adjoining North America have
appeared only m the Camozom, which indeed is what the palaeomagnetm
dating of the ocean floor strips has smce established.
Brosske (1962), like Hflgenberg, reconstructed all the continents to encompass the entire earth. His assembly has a conventional b u t tighter relationship for Africa and the Americas, Greenland, Europe and Asm, b u t puts
eastern Austraha against the Peru re-entrant of South America, with the
northern margin of the Australian block against California, and the East
Indies packed between the Australian north-west shelf and the south-east
Asian mainland.
Barnett (1962), unaware of earlier work other than Wegener's and the
rigorous confirmation of the South Atlantic fit (Carey, 1954), cut rubber
templates from a 4~-mch globe and reconstructed them on a 3-inch globe.
The relations across the Arcto-Atlantm and Australia to Antarctica were
conventional, and the Pacific was closed by bringing West Antarctica against
the southern Andes, eastern Australia against Central America, and the
northern margin of Australia against North America. Barnett remarked that
"it is difficult to believe that chance alone can explam this fittmg together of
the continental margins". In a later paper Barnett (1969) recalled the resemblance of the southern contments to the petals of a flower, which indeed had
struck many observers from as far back as Franc~s Bacon, who even at that
date (1620) wondered whether the analogy implied that the earth had expanded. To quote Barnett: "A comparable pattern m a y readily be obtained
by coating a rubber football bladder with a continuous crust of damp paper
and then mflatmg it. Linear fractures are produced enclosing three or more
petal-shaped forms 'aiming' towards the point of initial rupture. As the
rupturing paper crust opens up like an expandmg flower bud, each primary
fissure extends and divides peripherally into secondary fissures to form
smaller b u t still tapermg patterns with occasional complete separation of
large paper 'islands'." The bud and petal analogy, which had been developed
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fully by Hflgenberg (1933, p. 29), is useful because it incorporates the
earth's hemuhedral asymmetry, the antipodal relation of contments and
oceans, the greater separation of the southern contments, and the northward
migration of all contments with respect to the southward-mowng parallels of
latitude as the southern hemisphere (the opening calyx) expanded more
rapidly than the northern (Carey, 1963).
Creer (1965) prepared a set of perspex shell models of the contments on a
50-cm globe and remoulded them to the curvature of a 37-cm, and finally on
to a 27-cm globe, and formed the impression that the fit of the continents
on a smaller earth appeared to be t o o good to be due to coincidence, and
required explmnmg. According to Creer the slahc skm first developed a
U-shaped crack between Austraha and A m e n c a and between Austraha and
Asia, with subsequent expansion largely taken up m th~s mltlal crack whmh
widened to form the Pacffm Basin. Creer differed from all others m excluding expansion as the pnnclpal cause for drift or orogeny, b u t mstead regarded it as a secular background phenomenon of cosmological origin, whmh
was overpnnted by a more rapid polar wander of planetary cause and by
more rapid processes in the mantle which caused contmental drift, and by
regional crustal disturbances which produced orogeny Creer estimated the
earth's radms as 0.55R in the Early Precambrian, 0.94--0.96R at the beginning of the Palaeozoic, and 0 96--0.97R at the beginning of the Mesozom.
Holmes (1965) reviewed the development of the expanding earth concept,
and favoured decrease in the grawtatlonal 'constant', coupled with phase
changes through the tuner and outer region of the core and the mantle as the
p n m e cause, with convective c~rculatlon m the mantle as the probable
mechamsm.
Jordan's approach (1966) was msp~red by Dlrac's philosophical proposal
thirty years earlier that the gravltatmnal constant G varmd mversely with the
age of the umverse, whmh Jordan defended as the prune cause of earth
expansmn. Jordan systematmally reviewed a large range of astronommal,
geophysmal, geological, and chmatological c o n t n b u t m n s relevant to global
tectonms, and concluded that the continents are remnants of an original
entire sial layer whmh was ruptured by pan-global rift systems, along which
new oceans developed from the underlying slma as the earth expanded. He
emphamsed that apart from expansmn there was no single concept whmh
explmned w h y the earth has an intermittent blanket of sml while the hypsometric curve shows t w o crustal categories, not a dlstributmn a b o u t a mean
However the plate tectomclsts could counter this argument b y postulating
primordial twin polar slahc continents, produced by initial convection with
subsequent disruption and redistribution b y their conveyer-belt model.
Although the dual peaks on the hypsometrm curve are obvious to the
most casual inspection, Joksch (1955) pointed o u t that a rigorous statlstmal
analys~s of the frequency of altitudes discloses that the hypsometric curve is
the c o m b m a t m n of three primary dlstributmns with median elevations of 4.5
km below sea level and 0.2 and 0 5 km above sea level. The t w o positive
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levels raise a hornet's nest of Davlslan versus Kmg canons of landscape evolution, with the posslblhty of one surface mhented from the Gondwana cycle
and one from the Tertiary cycle. However Joksch, following Jordan, suggested that early expansion disrupted an early slahc crust, and that crustal
differentiation and underplatmg continued, so that subsequent expansion
disrupted a second layer whmh was m turn separated by the third (oceanm)
layer This revolves an unsteady dechne m G.
Fmrbndge (1964), hke Heezen earher, gave a comprehensive revmw of the
hterature and evidence for an expanding earth. Among many other things he
pomted out that all the ocean basms are youthful, and that theoretmal
consideration of the gravitational constant, of mantle-core evolution, of
geodetm consequences of mass displacements, polar shifts, and palaeogeographm development, all converge to support geologically youthful expanstun of the globe. Subsequently Fmrbndge {1965), m a further rewew, could
fred no ewdence that could justify ocean trenches as compressmnal phenomena, nor did orogemc belts call for primary crustal compressmn On the
contrary he mterpreted the deep-sea trenches as the contemporary prototype orthogeosynchnes, as tensmn gashes m a crust extending continuously at
an increasing rate
Dearnley (1965a, 1965b, 1966) deduced an expanding earth model from a
reconstructmn of Precambrmn orogemc belts He assumed orogenesls to be
the surface expressmn of mantle convectmn cells whmh form a multi-lobed
jet stream with 2-, 3-, or 4-lobed patterns as proposed by Runcorn (1962),
the transltmn being governed by the ratm of core and mantle radii. As the
core grew the pattern changed from two to four lobes, wlth each pattern
producing its consequentml dlstrlbutmn of orogemc belts, and each transltmn resulting m crustal dlsruptmn, assocmted with continental dnft and
polar wandenng. In accordance with this hypothesis Dearnley proposed that
the earth radms was 4,400 km 2,750 m y. ago, and 6,000 km 650 m.y ago,
compared with 6,378 km today.
Sterner (1967) attributed a wide varmty of first-order geological phenomena directly to the additive effect of the Dlrac-Jordan secular decrease m G
and a pulsatmn of G through the rotatmn of the galaxy, with a penod of
some 280 m.y.
Meservey (1969) showed that the post-Palaeozom movements of the clrcum-Pacfflc continents postulated by the plate-tectomc syntheses were topologically impossible unless the earth was expandmg. The present penmeter of
the Pacffm is less than a hemLsphere. Yet the perimeter polygon enclosing the
Pacffm has greatly increased by extensmn between the continental blocks,
whereas m each of the plate-tectonm syntheses it should have greatly decreased Meservey emphaslses that to transform from any of the conflguratmns of the continents proposed for Early Mesozom to the present conflgurattan, consistently with the ocean floor growth strips mdmated by palaeomagnetism, is Impossible on an earth of present raze.
Deuser (1970), assummg constant earth mass, constant angular momen-
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turn, and rotation rates 150 m y. ago of 380 and 395 days per year (based on
Well's coral growth-lme estimate), deduced equatorial radn between 6,250
and 5,990 km according to earth elhptmlty assumed, these radn correspond
to maximum increases o f the equator of 804 and 2,437 km respectively
Deuser compared this with the 2,600 km of new crust on the last 70 mflhon
years alone, and concluded that expansion, if vahd, must be quantitatively
msuffmmnt to match the observed crustal growth, hence there must be crustal smks where crust disappears, hence the expansion hypothesis loses its
raison d'etre The assumptions of constant mass (see later) and constant
angular m o m e n t u m are n o t necessarily valid The South Atlantic expansion
rates are exceptionally high, and do n o t represent the mean, either globally
or since the Mesozom, still less since the Palaeozom, or smce the Proterozom.
Deuser went on to interpret the Caribbean and Scotia arcs as ewdence of
foreshortenmg between North and South America and between the latter
and Antarctma But North and South America were very much closer m the
relevant d~rectmns when fitted back agmnst the African template, or by their
palaeolatltudes, as also were South Amerma and Antarctica And even if this
were waived and Deuser's mterpretatmn of these arcs accepted, this would
not escape Meservey's argument
Rodolfo (1971) clmmed to escape Meservey's argument. He stated that
where a mowng continent is a slguffmant fractmn of the earth's circumference, its advancing front should suffer longitudinal extensmn until the front
becomes a great-circle, and thereafter continued advancement would cause
longitudinal shortening. He suggested that the Paclfm front of the Americas
had f~rst elongated greatly, and thereafter had shortened, to produce the
bowing of the Caribbean and Scotia arcs. Although R o d o l f o in his preamble
adopted the Euler theorem, that all translation on a sphere can be defined by
rotatmn a b o u t a pole, his analysis and constructmns (e.g., his fig. 3) do n o t
conform to this and are hence invalid. On the plate-tectonm model, the
entire earth's crust, or any segment of ~t, however large or small, or however
oriented, could rotate indefinitely a b o u t an Euler pole without extensmn or
shortening, prowded oceanic crust was consumed before it. Moreover the
pattern of growth of magnetm strips, especially the Tertiary ones whmh are
best identified and most relevant to Rodolfo's argument, do not permit the
postulated post-Jurassm longitudinal shortening across the Caribbean and
Scotm regions. Rodolfo correctly points o u t that, although the area of
Meservey's sphermal polygon enclosing the Pacific is only 35% of a hemisphere, its perimeter is actually longer than a great circle (contrary to the
illusion caused by Meservey's azimuthal eqmdlstant projectmn) However
Rodolfo does not thereby rebut Meservey's essential pomt, that an oceamc
area, equal to the combined area of the post-Jurassic Atlantm and Indian
Oceans, must transfer from Panthalassa (Proto-PacfflC) to Pangaea, d u n n g a
time interval within whmh the lntercontmental sides of the Paclfm-boundmg
polygon (whmh contmns no re-entrant angles) increase very greatly m length.
Unless the earth has expanded greatly, within that time interval, this is
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topologmally impossible. The mtuatlon is n o t altered by any a m o u n t of crust
consumption wlthm Panthalassa, nor by any extensions or contractions of
these mtercontmental hnks d u n n g the time interval. Meservey's argument
stands mwolate.
Carey (1970), m his presidential address to the Australian and New
Zealand Association for the Advancement of Scmnce, stated that the global
distribution of the ocean trenches did not correlate with the dlstnbutlon of
oceamc n f t s as the plate-tectomc model required. Each of the continental
polygons had increased substantmlly m area by accretion of new crust smce
the Palaeozom, and each continent had mcreased its distance from each of its
nelghbours. This umversal dlspersmn was greatest from a point near the
Scotm Sea and least from east Siberia (the earth poles for the early Mesozoic) Trenches were extensmnal zones analogous to the rifts at the head of
landshdes, or to the bergschrund of a glacmr, or to the semi-circular arc of
grabens and horsts whmh frame the Gulf of Mexmo, whence departed Yucatan and Honduras.
Dooley (1973) rewewed several criticisms of the expansmn hypothesis,
such as palaeomagnetm data and available energy, whmh are discussed later.
His mare c o n t n b u t m n concerns the topology of the transformation of continental cratons with substantial change of radms For example, an Early
Mesozom continent originally subtending 40 ° at the earth's centre should
have an elevatmn of more than 100 km on the present earth, where it would
subtend only 30 ° Now the total change of curvature to be absorbed by the
hthosphere in 10 s years, ff it remmned always m grawty equfllbrmm,
amounts to less than 1" per honzontal km, whmh is less than the cold
crystalhne crust of the Fennoscandlan craton absorbed during the last 7,000
years Even ff the rocks were n o t jointed (where 1" per km would be totally
lost), and even ff the stress did not disappear by an infinitesimal bias in the
seml-dmrnal elastic cycle of the body tides, the elastm stress so induced
would relax with a half life of some 105 years. In fact the process is more
complex than Dooley's simple terrella. The deformation of a first order
continental block (which revolves the whole mantle) is distributed f~rst as
basins and swells (whmh are some hundreds of km across and probably
revolve only the hthosphere above the asthenosphere), these deformations
are d~strlbuted m turn among tilt-blocks and warpmgs some tens of km
across (e g., the tilt units recorded m Japan), these deformations are further
dissipated among megajomts some hundreds of metres apart, and so on down
through the hmrarchy of lesser jomts Adjustment of the continent to its
new curvature should certainly not be looked for m gross anomahes of the
geold, because adjustment occurred pan passu, nor m gross erosion, because
there was never systematm elevatmn, nor m contmental tilts, because they
never reached the threshold of observatmn (Fig 1).
Dooley also raised the dfffmulty that, ff the continental outhnes fitted
together on a smaller earth, they should n o t fit precisely on the present
earth, and wce versa. This indeed is true, and it was this very misfit, which
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~.a.~ pol,~(lon -703,~,

S~xth order master go~t systems
Seventh orde~ joints

Fig 1 a Slmphstm but ~awtatmnaily impo~ible model of expanding earth b Continuous grawtatmnal adjustment of continental curvature through hierarchy of tensmnal

polygons
increased m magmtude as the size of the assembly increased, whmh first led
me to suspect that the earth had expanded.
The behavlour of a cratomc sector setthng from a smaller radms to fit an
expanded globe had been dlscussed previously b y Rmkard (1969), who argued that, on an expandmg earth, compression would occur along the margin
of the continental craton, where a geosynchne and orogen would develop,
complete with volcanm belt and B e m o f f underthrust zone, b u t without
crustal consumption. Rmkard's model assumes slgmfmant enduring strength
m the contmental crust. In this he is probably correct, notwithstanding the
evidence of the post-Pleistocene uplift of Fennoscandm, Labrador, and Lake
Bonnewlle, with a half hfe of some 103 years. Many discussions of crustal
strength fail to appreciate the difference between lsostatm and hydrostatm
mequahtms. In the former, the stress-difference persists to all depths (Fig. 2),
and rapid adjustment occurs where the effectwe viscosity is 10:1 or even
less; and hence has a half hfe of 103 years where areas are large; crustal
bending of a few seconds of arc/km (mlbally elastm or by joints) occurs m
the shallow layers. Hydrostatm equality would only be attmned when the
contments have flowed o u t to cover the whole surface of the earth. In this
case the stress-difference is confined to the upper 30 km where the effectwe
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viscosity exceeds 10 2 6 poises, so that half hfe of the stress-differences is 10 9
years, that is, even on an elastmovlscous model, continents endure through
geologmal time, and can sustain slgmfmant stress-difference for extended
periods.
However, for the very reasons lust stated, Rmkard's model fads, because it
is founded on mltlal super-elevation of the central sector without any way of
attammg that state. Because of the rapid adjustments m the asthenosphere,
and the operation of Pascal's pnnclple, the reqmred super-elevation could
never come about. Certmnly the central sector must rise because of the
megageotumour beneath it, but it would never depart far from lsostatm
eqmhbnum (Fig. 1), and there would never be any lateral gravitational force
beyond that arising from hydrostatm equfllbnum, whmh contments can
sustmn through geologmal time. Finally Rmkard's model mvolves the common m~sconceptmn that orogenems is a compresmonal phenomenon.
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PALAEOMAGNETIC

DATA

Cox and Doell (1961) reported that Permian palaeomagnetm latitudes of
European and Siberian rocks showed no slgmfmant change m the earth's
radms. Uncertamty m the data would not exclude (nor support) expansion
at the rate (~ 0.6 mm/year) proposed by Egyed, but made unhkely the
radms increase of 1,100 km proposed by Carey (1958). This analysis revolved exphcltly the assumptmn that the Eurasian block had remained a
stable umt unchanged smce the Permian. However, Carey's model (1958, pp.
203--204 and fig. 9) exphcltly mvolved an extensmn of some 10 ° between
the European and Siberian samphng areas since the Permian Hence if Cox
and Doell had apphed their test to the model pubhshed by Carey m the
reference they cited, the Permian radms would have been about 4500 km
Ward (1963) repeated the same error. Van Hllten (1963) recogmsed this
posslblhty (whmh he called "orange-peel effect") though he did not use the
specffm separations shown m Carey Nevertheless he concluded "that the
palaeomagnet~c evidence
seems to mdmate a noteworthy mcrease m the
Earth's radms smce the Carboniferous, the rate of whmh agrees roughly with
the hypothesis of Carey and Heezen" Van Hflten (1965) carned this further and from palaeomagnetm data alone deduced that differential movement had occurred between the blocks of the Eurasmn continent
Van Andel and Hospers {1968), notwithstanding their dlsclmmer to the
contrary, also depend on the integrity of the Eurasmn block; this cannot be
accepted as a test, not only because of the Ob sphenochasm, but also because of the tectomcally &sturbed zone through the Black Sea, Caspmn Sea,
Aral Sea, Lake Balkhash, Lake Bmkal, to the Sea of Okhotsk. Nor do the
plate tectomc~sts regard Eurasm as a coherent block. They recogmse severally
the North European plate, South European plate, Slbenan platform plate,
Jano-Kolymmn plate, Kazakhstan plate, North Chinese plate, South Chinese
plate, and Indmn plate, with geosutures and differential movements between
them, as well as many small "mmro-contments" with their own differential
translatmns and rotatmns. The Eurasmn complex has dispersed substantially
since the Permmn.
Van Hflten (1964, p. 41) had emphaslsed the palaeomagnetm discordance
between the Slbermn and European blocks m the Permian. Ward (1966)
cntmlsed van Hflten's method m that "m equatmn (1) of van Hflten's (1963)
paper we see that the geocentrm angle [p] between a rock umt and the
corresponding pole is considered to change proportmnately to the ancmnt
radms" In this Ward has misunderstood van Hflten's notatmn. To quote van
Hflten " p m the geocentrm angle between samphng site and ancmnt pole
pomtmn, adapted to the present-day radms o f the Earth" [ltalms S W.C ]. In
other words p is not the ancient geocentric angle but dmtance from the
samphng site m degrees or radmns on the present-day earth, at whmh the
palaeopole must be plotted. Thin "angle between the rock-unit and the corresponding pole" must, of course, "change proportmnately to the ancmnt
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radms". The critmlsm of van Hflten by van Andel and Hospers (1969, p.
115) is also caused by this mlsreadmg of van Hflten's n o t a t m n .
Van Andel and Hospers (1969) seek that palaeoradms whmh yields the
minimum scatter for the ancmnt pole pomtmn as the hypothetmal radms is
vaned, and assume that the mmLmum scatter would identify the most probable ancient radms. MmLrna are derived for Europe-Siberia (but these do not
he on a coherent block and hence cannot give any mdmatmn) The Carboniferous, Permmn, and Tnassm data of North A m e n c a do n o t ymld m u m m a so
the palaeo-radms cannot be determmed for these data either. Van Andel and
Hospers combme the palaeoradn reported by several authors to derive statlstmally probable ancmnt earth radn. If the mvahd Eurasian data are ehmlnated from these sources, n o t h m g remmns.
Palaeomagnetm measurements are not sensitive enough to detect earth
expansmn, and show no future prospect of doing so. For example, consider
the most favourable case of two statmns glwng palaeomagnetm mclmatmns
of 85 ° and 20 ° (corresponding to latitudes 8004 ' and 10°19 ') with a 5 °
cone or confidence about each of them. The Lmphed latitude difference
could be anywhere m the range 52 ° to 89 ° -- t h a t is a palaeo-radms range of
30% This is the most favourable case. In general the locahtms on a smgle
continental block are less than 70 ° apart, and then n o t m the d~rectmn of
the palaeomendmn, confidence cones are c o m m o n l y greater than 5 ° , datmg
of sequences so far apart ~s rarely as close as ten m.y. Each of these variables
further extends the palaeo-radms uncertmnty beyond 30%.
HEAT FLUX
Beloussov (1967), while agreeing that earth expansion would satisfy his
msLstence that the continents have never shifted with respect to the mantle
beneath them, and that orogenesls is a vertmal process with secondary gravltatmnal spreadmg, nevertheless could n o t accept expanmon because of astronomical and geochemmal conflmt, and the lmphed improbably high previous
density of the earth, speclfmally he regarded the overall equahty of heat flux
between continental and oceanm areas as inconsistent with expanslon, because heat generation m the contunents is d o m m a t e d by the high radlogemc
c o n t e n t of continental rocks. He considered that equality between oceanm
and contmental areas lmphed t h a t the contments had been enriched in radiogenre material from their subjacent mantle, whereas the oceanic mantle was
mdffferentmted (compare the several c o n t n b u t m n s on this by Rmgwood and
his colleagues). In fact this could still be true on an expansmn model ff new
mantle is assumed to be denved continuously from the core. But the flaw m
Beloussov's argument is the assumption t h a t the continent-ocean p a n t y of
heat flux represents an equilibrium state. Th~s cannot be so. On the expanstun model the oceanm pnsms have been hfted some 25 kin, and ff this
occurred instantaneously the sub-oceanm mantle temperatures would be
200--300 ° higher than the sub-continental mantle contours. The uplift is n o t
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instantaneous b u t is very much more rapid than the heat dlsslpatmn. Rocks
have high thermal mertm, and the half hfe o f the excess heat of new oceanm
prisms would be of the order of 100 m.y. Hence oceamc heat flux has t w o
components -- the dlsmpatmg heat, as the uphfted pnsm returns at an exponentially dlmmlshmg rate to an e q m h b n u m gradmnt between the ocean floor
and the deep interior, and the currently generated radmgemc heat, whmh
therefore must be substant:ally less than that generated m the continental
prisms
THE TRENCHES
Plate tectonms and expansion schools agree m respect to ocean spreading.
They differ mmnly m the interpretation of the trenches. Th:s ~ssue then must
be the crux of this revmw.
For thirty years after the 1928 AAPG symposmm on the Wegener hypotheses, continental displacement was rejected m most places, b u t partmularly m North Amerma. When fmally the nsmg tide of ewdence estabhshed
the growth of the oceans as widening rifts, this truth was wedded to t w o
false axmms, which are qmte independent of the ocean-floor spreadmg concept; first, that the earth had mmntamed approxunately ,ts present dmmeter,
and second, that orogenesls and ocean trenches were compressional phenomena. These were adopted as self-evident "facts". Compresmonal orogenes:s :s essentially an Enghsh language obsesmon. The Russmns and many European geologists have long recogmsed that orogenems is a dmpmc, grawtydriven process, m a dilative enwronment, m whmh the upper part of the
nsmg turnout spreads laterally under its weight, exactly as Ramberg's carefully scaled centrifuged models reproduce. Nauss {1971) remmds us that this
is rumply Pascal's pnnclple.
The compressmnal mterpretatmn of the trenches began as pure supposltmn, presumably because of their selsmmlty and the prevmhng acceptance of
the eontractmn theory. Sea-floor spreadmg, c o m b m e d w:th the " a x m m "
that the dmmeter of the earth was vkrtually constant, lmphed that crust be
consumed at a rate equal to its generatmn. The trenches were asmgned this
role. Tanner (1973) has emphaslsed that the numerous wnters on the
trenches dunng the last decade have started with the " f a c t " that trenches
were compressmnal structures on Benmff overthrust surfaces, and have interpreted the:r data within th~s framework, even though their own data were
more amenable to a tensmnal enwronment. Tanner concludes
"1. Compressmn is of httle mgmhcance m creatmg and mmntmmng the
major structures that underhe trenches, island arcs, and adjacent basms;
instead, these features, m a strip up to 1,700 km wide, are caused b y p n m a r y
regmnal tensmn.
2. There :s no "down-going slab", whether driven by pushing from the rear
or pulhng from a smkmg front edge.
3 The only :mportant motmns to be accepted for Island-arc and trench areas
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are horizontal tensmn and stmke-shp.
4 Many authors conclude t h a t the "down-gomg" concept is correct m order
to m m n t a m the hypothems, but this conclusmn generally is contrary to their
own data and should n o t be accepted "
Sychev (1973) reached similar conclusmns (p. 334). " U n f o r t u n a t e l y the
objective e x a m m a t m n of the data obtamed and their mterpretatmn is nowadays more and more often substituted for by a preconceived t h e o r y . . . The
available data on island arcs and trench systems are m poor agreement with
the concept of 'new global tectonms'."
The trenches are a phenomenon of the Pacffm margin, whmh mcludes the
Caribbean and the Scotm arc (as the Americas are moved back against the
African template) and the Sunda arc (when Australm is fitted back agamst
Eastern Ghats). The trenches bow eastward (or less c o m m o n l y equatorward),
whmh lmphes deflectmn by the earth's rotatmn.
Whmh side movesV Selsmmally the arc side is wgorously active, while the
Pacffm side enjoys selsmm peace Contmuous selsmm profiles show regular
sediments undisturbed for thousands of kflometres on the Pacffm rode As
soon as the trench is crossed tectomc wolence of all kinds erupts Heat flux
on the Pacific side is consistently low. As soon as the trench is crossed heat
flux more than doubles and even increases locally up to tenfold, and contmues at double the normal rate mght across the disjunctive basins. Surely it
is the Pacffm side that is paclfm and statm and the arc side that is active 9
Surely also the gross m o t m n must be an upward t u m o u r below the arc and
disjunctive basm, bnngmg up the isotherms The gross m o t m n could not be
down as clmmed by the subductmn model, whmh could only result m reduced total heat flux over the whole system of trench, arc, and disjunctive
basm.
Folding and trench sedtments
According to the fashionable model the trenches are the outcrops of
stupendous underthrusts with thousands of kflometres of relative movement.
The underthrust plate bears a veneer of soft sedunents a few hundred metres
think, intense crumphng of whmh is inescapable But this profound disturbance is n o t there Some of the trenches are empty. Other show serenely
slumbering sediments qmte undisturbed (e.g., von Huene and Shor, 1969,
Scholl et al., 1970) Other show horst-and-graben tensional movements with
the sediments borne passively on the dilating basement blocks (e.g., Ludwig
et al., 1966) Occasionally there are the mewtable gravity slumps. Menard
(1964, p. 103) has said "Almost everyone who sees an echogram of the rode
benches and b o t t o m troughs of trenches beheves t h e y are produced by normal faulting
. the topography of the trenches suggests tensmn and supports the hypothems that trenches owe their existence to tension rather than
compression." This would be unposslble if trenches were the outcrop of
multl-thousand-kllometre underthrusts.
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Universal tension
Tanner ( 1 9 7 1 ) c o n c l u d e s that "the sea-floor-spreading hypothesis may,
for s o m e geologists, require c o m p r e s s m n m the w c m l t y o f trenches, but the
data require horizontal t e n s m n . " Tensmnal p h e n o m e n a are n o t c o n f m e d to
the trench itself b u t e x t e n d back all the w a y to the c o n t i n e n t b e h m d . Bet w e e n the S o l o m o n Islands and the Queensland coast horsts and grabens recur
all the w a y , and this apphes to the Tasman Sea generally The disjunctive
seas b e h i n d the arcs o f east Asm have formed by e x t e n s m n since the Mesozorn, d u n n g the time that the allegedly w e s t w a r d - m o w n g Pacffm crust was to
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have been continuously driven agmnst the arc and forced below it. This does
not add, notwithstanding Kang's (1971) tectomc gymnastms to do so.
Trenches are typmally assocmted with thmnmg and neckmg of the crust,
whmh lmphes extensmn, n o t compressmn whmh could only produce thickening. Even the orogenm arc between the trench and the disjunctive basra,
whmh many assume axmmatmally to be compressmnal, is a dmpmc structure
Dmpmsm normally mdmates a dflatmnal enwronment. Even these orogemc
arcs have probably widened transversely dunng their evolutmn (Fig. 3). Katz
(1971) concluded that, contrary to the expectatmn of subductmn compression, the Pacffm segment of South Amerma has experienced extensmn, across
the trend, since at least the Mmcene. Extensmnal stress dominates the upper
crust there over an area at least 300--400 km wide.
Wlthm the orogenm arcs, d o m m a t m g m o t m n is up, with lateral grawty
spreading Overthrust surfaces, fold axml surfaces, and hneatmns are steep m
the cores, flattening fan-hke towards the outer trench side, with each tuner
rode over-ndmg the outer side, reproducing the kmematms of the rising and
spreading d m p m c turnout. Dmpmc mantled-gneiss domes and mlgmatltm
concordant plutons form dmplrs through flow-folded sediments, and through
these m turn nse discordant magmatm plutons and volcanoes. Metamorphm
mmerals m the core such as kyanlte have come up more than 20
km from their high pressure site of generatmn. The isotherms have risen with
the general upward m o t m n of the orogenm zone. The kinematic pmture is a
nsmg t u m o u r fanning upward and spreadmg under its elevated weight, with
maximum upward m o t m n m the core dlmmlshmg to zero m o t m n across the
trench, the whole combined with overall dflatmn all the way from the trench
across the dmpmc orogen and volcanm zone and the disjunctive sea behmd
Sychev (1973) rewewed the selsmm, thermal, and grawty data and concluded
that the subductmn model gave rise to dfffmultms and objectmns. Only
grawty dffferentmtmn of the mantle from depths of 700 km and more,
possibly from the core-mantle interface, could m Sychev's w e w explain the
complex of data observed.
Blue schzsts

The concept that the blue schists, whmh occur at the orogenm margtn
nearest the trench, were first dragged down to depths of several tens of
kllometres, and then rose by even greater amounts m oppos~tmn to the
continued downward movement of alleged down-thrusting hthosphere slab,
is highly improbable kmematmally Vlscomtms must be of the order of at
least 1018 and probably higher (this is a relatively low-temperature zone),
and the density differential n o t greater than 0 3. It is true that the blue
schists have nsen, but, I suggest, as the marginal zone of a generally extruding geotumour whmh has kmematm homogeneity. The original deposition of
the sediments was m a trench perhaps at depths of 10 or 12 kin, and this
load may have been increased a further couple of kllometres b y grawtatlonal
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spreading of the regurgitating orogen, b u t their subsequent motion was ever
upwards with, of course, differential dlapmc lobes The blue schist belts
contain a variety of rocks, such as low-grade pumpellyite schists, ecloglte
(perhaps representing In part the ongmal horsts of oceanic floor) and more
deformed belts of glaucophane schists, and they m a y contain hydrothermal
veins where the outgassmg fluids from the geotumour have penetrated them.
In contradiction to this model, the blue schists have been interpreted as
requmng very high pressures at relatively low temperatures for their formation. The high pressure interpretation is n o t soundly based, and I suspect
that it IS wrong. A g~ven chemical combination yields diverse metamorphic
products accordmg to the synergism of at least four variables" temperature,
confining pressure, fluid pressure, and stress-difference Increasing pressure
yields denser higher-energy paramorphs, while increasing temperature and
fluid pressure tends in the opposite sense. Stress-difference below yield stress
produces flow by stress-biased diffusion, and (by increase of maximum principal stress relative to m m i m u m pnnclpal stress) favours schistophlllc mmerals whose lattices differ markedly m energy bamers m their respective axes,
and these minerals crystalhse at load pressures lower than they would otherwise require. Strain energy stored during active deformation greatly reduces
the recrystalhsatlon energy barriers (Newton et al., 1969, estimate by 15
kbar kcal -~ m o l e - l for calcite-aragonlte). Stress-difference above yield stress
induces a variety of theological modes, including migration of lattice imperfections, slip on low energy crystallographic planes, and recrystalhsatlon of
boundary zones, which collectively result m continuing flow with some
work-reduced rise in yield stress. These processes agam favour schistophlhc
minerals in stress-governed orientation, and agmn these would crystalhse at
lower confining pressures than the same minerals would require under confining pressure alone.
The interpretation of the blue schists as high pressure rocks is based on
the stability fields of the relevant mineral combinations (glaucophane, lawsonlte, aragonite, quartz, etc.), determmed b y experimental work under
hydrostatic pressure w~thout stress-dzfference. Such experiments are not
directly relevant, as the blue schists clearly belong to regmns where strong
stress-difference prevmled. The only relevant experiments I am aware of are
those of Newton et al. (1969), w h o found that under conditions of stressdifference calcite recrystalhsed to aragomte at 100°--300°C at confining
pressures more than three kllobars less than required in static conditions.
The interpretation of the blue schists may be further complicated by
tectonic non-homogeneity. For example, eclogates in this terrain m a y record
e q m h b n u m conditions established earlier than the metamorphism of the
abyssal sediments which draped their horsts. Deformation strmn energy m a y
have been differentially avmlable in restncted zones. Likewise hydrothermal
outgassmg may be concentrated. Blue schists are rare in ancient terrains,
perhaps not because they did not form, b u t because they are a relatively
shallow facies which are much more prone to be eroded away during succes-
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slve peneplanatlons than are the granuhtes, mlgmatltes, and schists of intermedmte depth. Reinterpreted in this way, the kinematic contradmtmn of the
blue schists vamshes.
Setsmzc data

Tanner (1973) has emphaslsed that the selsmm data have been interpreted
selectively on an lmtlal assumption of subductlon of a stoking slab, and that
when examined without this preconception much is actually contrary to the
subductlon model, and much more admits other interpretation, b u t that the
compresslonal solution has nevertheless been selected, often against the
weight of evidence.
Several cognate b u t separate processes act together to ymld a seismic
s y m p h o n y whmh is not simple Fundamental to all is primary crustal extension, which is expressed by the universal horst and graben pattern. Tension
faulting is dominantly along the structure, b u t the global extension is areal,
so that obhque fractures also occur, whmh ideally would cut the trench at
60 ° as m columnar jomtmg Such obhque faults along trenches are very
c o m m o n b u t are usually interpreted (probably incorrectly) as conjugate
wrench faults Tensmnal failure can only occur m the upper layers where the
effective load (overburden less fired pressure) is less than the shear strength.
At greater depths progressive extensmn from any cause results m a stressdifference greater than the shear strength, so shear failure must occur there
before any of the principal stresses reduce to zero and become tensional.
Hence the only possible pattern in a stretchmg zone (e.g, over a geotumour
or rising convection system) must be shallow tensmnal failure changing to
shear failure below, at a depth determmed by the weight of overburden less
the fluid pressure This is Indeed the empmcal pattern associated with
trench orogenm arc systems Another Important group of earthquakes are the
shallow ones caused by the grawty spreading These may be low<hppmg
overthrusts near the surface, b u t steep overthrusts also develop analogous to
the steep gravlty-spreadmg thrusts whmh border the basement horst blocks
of Wyoming. As crustal extension migrates eastward, whmh thins the
crust there, the gravity spreading off the nsmg orogenic t u m o u r is bmsed
towards the east Hence these overthrusts d~p mmnly west. This IS true, not
only along the west Pacific orogens, b u t also along the Cordilleran of N and
S Amerma. Still another group of earthquakes, whmh are transcurrent, stem
directly from the global expansion, whmh must cause dffferentml zonal motions because expansmn along the equator increases the m o m e n t of inertia,
whereas m high latitudes this effect rapidly dlmlmshes Hence we should expect rotatmn of large crustal blocks, Slnlstral m the northern hemisphere and
dextral m the south. Transcurrent faults to adjust differential expansion
growth and transform faults with strike-slip motion may also occur A final
category of deep earthquakes has been proposed b y Evlson (1967) due to
impulsive phase change from a metastable state denser than its pressure-
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temperature environment. However Jeffreys (1967) has concluded from an
examination of SH phases that these earthquakes result from shear fmlure
rehevlng stress-difference, and n o t from Impulsive change of bulk density.
An astomshlng aspect of the plate-tectomc literature is the interpretation
by Isacks et al. (1968) of the first-motion data from the Benloff zone, which
has been repeated by so m a n y others. The shallow earthquakes are accepted
by them as tensional, although they Interpret these as due to the bending of
the upper surface of the slab (which would be acceptable if the tension was
confined to the belt of alleged bending, which it is not). At greater depth,
they state that first-motion analysis yields a maximum pnnclpal stress down
the dip of the Bemoff zone. (Some, e.g., Tanner, 1971 and 1973, and
Evlson, 1967, would challenge this generallsatlon, but let us accept that
some at least of the earthquakes have this pattern ) But they go on to
interpret this as being due to the lithosphere slab being forced down into the
mantle in the direction of the Bemoff zone This could n o t be correct,
because a m a x i m u m principal stress along the Benloff zone can only mean
that the seismic shear failure must be either dextral and near-vertmal, or
smlstral and near-horizontal Yet on the plate-tectomc model the motion is
along the Bemoff surface, and the shear surfaces would have to be parallel to
it The maximum possible error is 45 ° and this is the error in their interpretation. Nor is the position altered by assummg t h a t the "asthenosphere" into
which the slab is pushed is weak, and offers little resistance to the intrusion.
In this case the maximum stress along the slab could n o t exceed the magnitude of this weak resistance, and must be well below the strength of the slab.
It would not help either to assume that excess weight of the stoking slab
causes the downward motion and the earthquakes, because in that case the
maximum principal stress would be vertical, and the shear failures would be
along the Benloff zone, which is contrary to their own seismic data. The
steep slmstral first-motion indicated by Isacks et al is precisely that required
by the kinematics of a steeply rising t u m o u r with fractures en echelon along
the t u m o u r boundary against the passive sub-oceamc crust Also the change
from shallow tensional failures to shear failure at depths where the effective
overburden load exceeds the shear strength, is precisely what must occur in a
dilating zone
Another matter which has probably been misinterpreted is the attenuation
factor (Q) of shear waves It is c o m m o n l y assumed that this attenuation is
due to reduced viscosity with rising temperature Viscosity is only relevant if
it causes significant stress relaxation d u n n g the elastic vibration cycle
Taking an improbably long period for S waves (0.01 Hz) and a shear modulus of 10 ~1, the viscosity would have to be as low as 1014 poises to cause
any detectable relaxation, for much more normal periods of 1--10 Hz VlScosltms as low as 10 ~2 or 10 ~1 poises would be necessary Viscosities at the
relevant depths are normally taken to exceed 1020 , although some have
claimed viscosities locally as low as 1017 , but even this exh'eme figure is
many orders too high. It seems much more hkely that attenuation has no
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connectmn with VLSCOmty b u t rather with stress-difference, and that a low Q
means that the rocks traversed are m a state of flow. Both dlffusmn wscoslty
(non-Newtoman) and plastmlty (sensu stncto) are probably mvolved m the
flowage of rocks. Rocks m a state of flow have a large stress-difference for
viscous flow, and a stress-difference at least m excess of the ymld stress for
plastm flow, and this stress-difference is sustained while flow contmues. If
selsmm waves traverse such a medmm, P waves would be least affected, as
the bulk modulus is more important than the shear modulus; b u t shear waves
wbratmg parallel to the flow lammae must lose energy rapidly, because m
one half of the cycle the elastm shear stress adds on to a stress-difference
(already m excess of the ymld strength) so that addltmnal shp occurs, absorbmg energy. The other half of the cycle is elastm, because it operates
against a stress bias. In this context temperature m a y become relevant to
attenuatmn, n o t by reducmg wscomty, b u t because of its effect on reducmg
plastm ymld stress Such attenuatmn would be asymmetric -- greatest m
shear waves propagating normal to the rock flow. This mterpretatmn of Q
fits the t u m o u r model though m itself it is not contrary to the subductmn
model
Hzgher veloczty under Benzoff zone

Early arrival remduals (of the order of 1 sec) have been recorded for P
waves travelhng along, b u t just below, the Bemoff zone. These residuals have
been interpreted m terms of a cold stoking slab But is this the only interpretatlon~ According to the dlapmc geotumour model the Bemoff zone is the
boundary between a region m state of active upward flow where stress-difference exceeds the ymld stress, and an inert regqon below it where the stressdifference is less than the ymld stress. But this inert regmn is the medium
pmrced by the dmplr, and the boundary zone is mmntamed m a state of
elastm strmn and corresponding stress-difference (below the ymld-stress
threshold). Waves travelhng along this zone would be expected to travel
faster than similar waves through a similar m e d m m m a non-strained state.
(An impulse travels faster along a highly stressed stnng and hence emits a
higher frequency note than along a less stressed string.)
Contrast o f trenches and medtan ridges

Although these t w o groups are genetmally similar m that they are both
part of the global extension system, the parallel ends there, for there are
fundamental differences.
Trenches and orogenic arcs

Oceanzc rift zones

asymmetrical

symmetrical

Paclfm margin

medial, initially within continents,
subsequently within rift oceans
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east-facing arcs

stepped hnears

crust youngs eastward away from
trench

youngest at trough

deep focus earthquakes

only shallow earthquakes

andesltes

basalts

The mltlal Precambnan Pacific rift (between the Cordilleran and the Cathayslan) may have closely resembled the Atlantm rift -- symmetrical, basaltm.
But with mcreasmg width of the Pacific Ocean, new rifts became necessary
between the p n m a r y Pacific and Tethyan rifts to accommodate the global
extension of the crust. The second generation n f t s were marginal to the
Paclfm and within the Pangaean craton. The latter were m a symmetrmal
environment with think continental crust on each side. The former were m
an asymmetrical environment with think continental crust on one side and
oceamc crust on the other, youngmg away from the new nft. The latter had
sub-continental mantle for partial melting to produce tholentm magmas. The
former had a differentiated mantle, whmh had already been processed m the
mltml formation of the Pacffm, and partial melting produced andemtm
magmas. In the Atlantm type rifts thermal condltmns combined with movement rates are such that deep stress-differences relax as t h e y develop, and
only shallow earthquakes occur, symmetrmally to the n f t zone, and on
assocmted transform faults. The boundaries of the t u m o u r at all depths abut
not-long-consohdated Quaternary crust, where stress-differences relax By
contrast, m the Pacffm trench-arc system thermal-relaxatmn and movement
rates are such that the central arc zone hkewme has no deep earthquakes, but
the Pacffm side of the t u m o u r abuts cold sub-Pacffm crust whmh has cooled
since the Jurassm. Hence this movement boundary is marked by deep focus
earthquakes.
Global expansmn nfts thus form a senes graded not only m stage of
development but also m s y m m e t r y and effective depth, and no two levels of
th,s stage-symmetry-rate-depth hmrarchy are necessarily mmflar
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Imtlal Pac,fic n f t -- e.g., East Pacffm Rise
Imtlal Tethyan rift
Second generatmn Pacific rifts --e.g., arc-trench systems
Trans-Pangaean rifts -- Indo-Atlantm-Arctm system
Lineaments boundmg basins -- e.g., Congo-Kalahan-Vmtona
Young t u m o u r hnears -- e.g., Shatsky, mld-Carohne, Ontong Java
Differential tilt blocks -- tens of km across
Master joints
Jomts

The first four revolve the whole mantle, and dlwde the globe up into
primary mantle polygon prisms some thousands of km across and 3,000 km
deep The fifth category form polygon prisms a few hundred km across and a
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few hundred km deep, where they are reheved m the low velocity zone. Such
polygons are essential, n o t only to accommodate the p n m a r y expansmn, but
to adjust the curvature of the p n m a r y block surfaces to the increasing radms.
The Tethyan n f t belt differs from the others m that it has to accommodate
global zonal m o t m n leading to smlstrally coupled S orochnes and smlstrally
rotated blocks.
The gross morphology of a t u m o u r and its assocmted gravity and selsmm
velocity d l s t n b u t m n is similar, irrespective of whether or not its troughs fill
with sediments. Where this occurs the troughs deepen lsostatmally m the first
instance, but they subsequently regurgitate, and the sedunents are folded
and overthrust d u n n g the upward dmpmsm and spreading under grawty
EVOLUTION OF THE OCEANS
Most take it for granted that there have always been large oceans hke
those of t o d a y -- at least since very early times Such umformltananlsm
seemed axlomatm. But is it? It is now known that all the floors of all the
oceans have been formed since the Palaeozom, so it is assumed t h a t eqmvalent other ocean areas have been " c o n s u m e d " (Maxwell's demon is needed
at the helm to ensure so clean a sweep that no remnant of old ocean
remained anywhere!) Oceans such as the Arctm, Atlantm, and Indmn, m any
case, date only from the Mesozom and have doubled their area since the
Eocene. The Pacffm too was a fractmn of its present size before the Mesozorn. Of course, there were extensive ancmnt seas but oceans of the modern
type are a new phenomenon.
Accordmg to this vmw, the pnmltlve universal crust m the earliest stage of
expansion was stretched m a pattern of disjunctive polygons some hundreds
of km across. The outgassmg of the deep interior concentrated along these
polygonal boundanes, bringing heat so that at all depths rocks tended towards less dense paramorphm phases, causing the polygonal outhnes to arch
(undatmns of van Bemmelen). The c o n t m u a t m n of the process led to rupture and rifting of the arches, glwng at the surface a pattern of broad stillstand basins separated by rift troughs, bordered by raised rims. Lake Vmtona
basra and its bordering troughs are a rather small present-day example. The
polygonal nfts became the pnmltlve geosynchnes whmh, with the contmuatmn of the process, eventually regurgitated their contents with much volcamc and plutonm Igneous actlwty and outflow of nappes (of metasedunents
and plutonms, as well as of less altered sediments) onto the lower cratomc
basins. Meanwhile the basms received sediments from the erosmn of the
swells (mcludmg orogemc detritus), as well as think accumulatmns of dolomite and basra lavas, the weight of whmh further depressed the basms both
by lsostasy and paramorphm increase of density under greater load So we
get the typmal form of the ancmnt terrains -- narrow troughs of mtensely
metamorphosed rocks, often branching round "cratons", along with broad
basins of ancmnt but httle-altered strata. At this time there were no great
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oceans anywhere on the earth, but broad mtracontmental seas (of the Wltwatersrand type), always shallow during their development, and long narrow
deep troughs.
Owing to the inherent feedback mstablhty of the outgassmg process, some
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undatmns inevitably developed more than others and, m due course,
through-going pan-global tenmonal hneaments occurred. Perhaps the f~rst was
an equatomal raft -- the Proto-Tethys, but early were memdmnal rifts: a
Proto-Pacffic (Cordflleran-Cathayman and Andean-Tasmant~des) and a ProtoAtlantm (Caledomdes) all of whmh exmted before the end of the Proterozom
(F~g. 4). At that b m e the Australmn and East Asmn continents were separated from the Amemcas only by such a narrow seaway trough m whmh
sediments accumulated. These geosynchnal seas overspflled into the cratomc
basms at t~mes of h~gh ocean-water to ocean-capacity ratm After the filled
geosynchne became an orogen, further dmtenmon opened a new trough,
generally along the eastern rode of the older regurgatated zone and, m thin,
the Lower Palaeozom orogenm sedzments accumulated (F~g. 5). Lzkewme the
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Upper Palaeozom trough opened mmnly along the eastern side of the older
orogens with ocean overflow flooding m t e n o r e p e m c seas at appropriate
times. By the Lower Mesozom the t e m p o of expansion was increasing, so
that wider dLsjunctlve seas separated the active orogens on the Amerman and
Australasian redes -- the begmnmg of the present Paclfm Ocean floor. In the
Upper Mesozom the first mtra-oceanm rift zone appeared as a bilaterally
spreading ndge, first m the south because expansion was greater m the
southern hemisphere. By the Early Tertiary disjunctive seas developed between the Australasian bordering orogen and the continents behind.
Thus the Pacific Ocean grew asymmetrically. The Australasmn marginal
orogens migrated ever eastwards -- at first side b y rode, and later separated
by disjunctive seas. By contrast the Cordilleran orogens, both m North
America and South, fall on top of each other, nght from the Proterozom to
the Recent, and lack disjunctive seas The Paclfm floor grew eastwards, and
only m the last hundred milhon years or so has there been a bilateral spreadmg ridge -- and even n o w not m the far north. All island arcs b o w eastwards.
Because stretching concentrated along the eastern side of the orogemc tumours, rift trenches, thmned crust, and negative grawty anomahes flank the
eastern side of the orogens, and as a consequence the superfmml gravity
spreading of the regurgitating t u m o u r is bmsed towards the east. This is true,
n o t only on the east-facing arcs of East Asm and the Tasman, b u t also along
the Cordilleran of N. and S. Amerma. There is also a north-south asymmetry.
Because expansmn has been greater m the south, all continents have migrated northwards. The d~spersmn of the successive orogens increases southwards The bilateral mtra-oceanm spreading ridge c o m m e n c e d f~rst m the
south and converges onto the coast of Calffornm. The Proto-Tethys was hke
the Early Palaeozom Pacffm, a narrow through-going seaway whmh, from
time to t~me, flooded over mto mtra-contmental shallow seas. Dunng the
Tertmry, the differential expansmn of the southern and northern hemisphere
caused a progressive equatonal (Tethyan) shear of the southern hemisphere
eastwards w~th respect to the northern, whmh S-dragged the Tethyan
orogens and rotated antmlockwlse detached cratomc blocks such as Spare,
Indm, Guatemala, and Newfoundland, and offset the andeslte hne from the
Phillppmes to Flp.
Pnor to the Gondwana cycle the northern hemLsphere may have been the
more rapidly expanding hemisphere, so that the sense of the Tethyan shear
may then have been dextral. The northern hemisphere certamly shows more
ewdence of early disruptive dlspermon than the southern. The Caledomde
rift (Proto-Atlantm) connected the northern Cordilleran near Alaska to the
Proto-Tethyan seaway near the Ant~-Atlas of Morocco. Thls trough regurgitated its heart m the Calldomde orogeny, and subsequent re]uvenatmns of
the n f t m g followed a mmilar b u t n o t ldentmal hne, as proposed b y Wilson
(1966). The Urahde n f t also shows early disruptive dlspersmn. But apart
from the very active ancestor of the South Pacffm, dlsruptmn of Gondwanaland before the Carboniferous was less intense.
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ASYMMETRY OF EXPANSION
The asymmetry of the earth was summansed by Carey (1962). Neither
north and south, nor east and west are tectonmally eqmvalent. Ocean and
land are generally antipodal. A north-polar ocean surrounded by a northern
land girdle and three southward projections contrast with a south-polar cont m e n t girdled by a southern ocean and three northward projections With the
opening flower-bud analogy the south-pointing continents are the petals and
the oceans are the gaps. The southern hemisphere has much more new ocean,
continents have dispersed more, and grossly the southern hemisphere has
expanded more than the north, but even within a hemisphere the expansion
is non-uniform, with crustal dispersion from a few megatumours m the deep
mantle This is as would be expected, because outgasslng raises the temperature along its path, whmh in turn causes phase-change swelhng there, rifting
the crust, and at the same time reduces the wscoslty, so that pressure rehef
and out-gassing is facilitated Such feedback mechamsms mewtably produce
asymmetry. Asymmetry of thermal flux, with consequent density changes
lnewtably ymlds a "pear-shaped" figure and more precisely a b u m p y geold,
even when m lsostatm equfllbrmm
Greater expansmn m the southern hemisphere nnphes t h a t the parallels of
latitude must sweep southwards across the continents, even though they
have n o t moved with respect to their underlying mantle (Fig. 6). Post-Palaeozorn, palaeomagnetm data from every continent shows this southward movem e n t of the parallels relative to the continents These latitude changes reflect
msertlon of new oceanic crust between them and the south pole, not movem e n t of the continents with respect to their substratum. In the case of Indm
this effect is amphfmd by its r o t a t m n m the Tethyan shear zone with lnsert m n of new crust west and southwest of it. But India was never as far south
of Asm as the palaeomagnetm latitude at first suggested
Expansmn of the earth w i t h o u t other compensation (e.g., dffferentmtmn)
would increase m o m e n t of inertia and retard rotatmn. Dffferentml expansmn
between hemispheres would produce zonal shear stresses m a ngld earth,
S

N
N
Flg 6 Migration o f parallels o f l a t i t u d e across c o n t i n e n t s during asyrnmetrmal e x p a n s i o n
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zonal rotations m a fired earth, and zonal rotat:ons with crustal equatorial
shear and block rotat:ons m an earth with a flu:d interior and brittle crust.
Th:s m indeed what has occurred. All northern contments are dmplaced west
with respect to their southern ne:ghbours. To restore Pangaea before the
opening of the Atlantm, North Amerma has to be moved substantially more
than South America to jom Africa, because of the Tethyan shear between
them Blocks m the T e t h y a n zone (Spare, Corsma-Sardmla, Italy, Arab:a,
India, Honduras-Guatemala, Newfoundland) all show smlstral rotat:on. Sm:strally coupled orochnes with S-pattern (Italy, Baluch:stan-Hnnalaya, Sunda)
:mply major sm:stral shift along the Tethys The border of the Paclfm as
expressed by the andeslte hne is offset smlstrally from the Mananas trend to
Samoa, where it resumes its trend. The southern hem:sphere as a whole has
turned some 30 ° east with respect to the northern hemisphere because of the
dffferent:al expansmn.
At f:rst sight the rater-hem:sphere shear appears to be m the wrong sense.
If a terrella of dough, with more leavening m the south, were allowed to rise
while rotating freely, the expandmg hemisphere would indeed increase its
m o m e n t of mertm, and hence tend to slow down and drag w e s t w:th respect
to the north. But th:s terrella differs from the real earth m that its self-grawt a t m n :s infinitesimal with respect to its rotatmnal forces, whereas m the real
earth grawty ,s d o m m a n t The half hfe of regmnal departures from :sostatm
equfl,brmm ,s a few thousand years. Hence on the t,me scale of the global
expansmn the departure from regnonal isostatm e q m h b n u m remmns neghglble, except locally where tectomcally mmntamed Because the centre of
grawty of a c o n t m e n t is 21/~ km h,gher than that of an ocean in isostatm
equfllbrmm w:th it, a continent has greater m o m e n t of mertm than an
eqmvalent ocean. The effect of the greater expansmn of the southern hemisphere has been to move all continents northwards, so that the northern
hemisphere has an excess of continent and the southern hemisphere an excess of oceans, which :mphes that the northern hemLsphere has increased ,ts
m o m e n t of mertm with respect to the southern as a result of the differential
expansmn Hence the northern hemisphere as a whole has moved west w:th
respect to the southern along the T e t h y a n shear. The contrast of m o m e n t
of mertm contmbutmn of contmental and oceanm segments shows up also on
smaller scales Thus, along the east coast of Asm and Australm the contments
tend to retard (west), and the Pacffm Ocean as a whole tends to accelerate
(east) with respect to it. Hence there are disjunctive seas all the way from the
Aleutmns to New Zealand In contrast, along the west coast of the Americas,
the continents tend to retard (west) and the ocean tends to advance (east),
so there are no d:s]unct~ve seas along these coasts. On a still smaller scale the
Caribbean :s a small new ocean area between the two continents of North and
South Amerma -- it has therefore grown and migrated eastwards with respect
to them. L:kew:se the new Scotm Sea between South America and Antarctma has moved east with respect to these continents Similarly the mdlwdual
disjunctive seas of East Asm have grown eastwards with respect to Asm, and
those of the Tasman Sea have grown eastward w:th respect to Austraha
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CAUSE OF EXPANSION
The f~rst a n s w e r is I do n o t know. Empirically I am satisfied that the earth
is expandmg.
The s e c o n d a n s w e r is that I may n o t necessarily be expected to know. The
answer could only be expected to be known if all relevant fundamental
physics is already known. In the controversy between Kelvin, master physicist of his generation, who hmlted the age of the earth to the order of 100
m.y., and Gelkm, who knew empirically that much longer time was needed,
most geologists wilted before the physmists' heat. If Geikm were reqmred to
guess at the real cause, armed with the full knowledge of physics of his time,
he would almost certainly have failed to predict radioactivity and the transmutation of elements, and had he done so, he would n o t have been beheved.
As third a n s w e r I state the boundary conditions suggested by m y empiricism, these may exclude some suggested solutions, and hopefully point the
way to the right solutlon
(1) The expansion has contmued throughout the whole history of the
earth.
(2) The rate has accelerated with time, perhaps exponentially. This does
not necessarily exclude a constant cause, as the acceleration could result
from feedback.
(3) The surface expression has pulsed with time with a modulation of the
order of a couple of hundred mflhon years, though this pulse rate may not
have been constant. This does n o t exclude a constant cause, as feedback
mechanisms within the earth might modulate a steady cause.
(4) The surface expressmn is asymmetric with respect to axis, hemisphere,
and octant This may also be due to feedback.
(5) The source is below the crust and almost certainly below the mantle.
(6) The surface temperature of the earth has allowed water at the surface
at least for the last three aeons.
(7) Varmtmn of gravity acceleration g at the surface has n o t been recognised, although no cntmal test has y e t been proposed. Wide vanatmn of g
seems Improbable, b u t a value as low as that n o w pertammg on the surface
of Mars, or even less, or similar vanatmn m the other dlrectmn, is not
excluded by any fact yet stated.
(8) Limits are set by evidence of past rate of rotation of the earth. However a uniform terrella, which differentiates with h m e at constant mass and
constant volume, increases its rate of rotation, whereas a terrella which
expands at constant mass and constant volume, decreases its rate of rotation.
As the earth both differentiated and expanded through geological time, the
sense and a m o u n t of change depends on relative magmtudes. If mass, tidal
retardation, and atmospheric acceleration are added as variables the hmlts
are complex.
(9) Orogenesls, continental dispersion, and polar wandenng, may all be
related directly or indirectly to the prime cause.
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(10) A source of suffmmnt energy is necessary.
(11) The same pnnclple should be applicable at least to the terrestrial
planets, if n o t more generally.
The f o u r t h a n s w e r is to test proposed solutions agmnst these limits. Solutions so far proposed include (a) phase change at constant mass, (b) secular
decrease in the gravitation constant G, (c) secular increase in mass, (d) secular change in e l m , the electrical and inertial magmtudes of the electron
Phase change at c o n s t a n t mass

Lmdemann, Halm, Kemdl, the Walker brothers, Egyed, and Heezen, all
thought phase change the most probable cause, but with various initial densities from 17 (Egyed) to many thousands such as deduced for the white
dwarfs. Ramsey's hypothesis, that m all the terrestrial planets the dense core
is a pressure paramorph of Fe-Mg silicates, has much to c o m m e n d it, but all
who have thought about it recogmse that the pressure within the earth (and
still less so in Mercury) is insufficient to condense silicates to such a superdense state But this objection is not necessarily valid for the reverse transltmn from a metastable inheritance of ylem-hke matter from the birth of the
solar system. Metastablllty with statistical reversion is not inconceivable
(e.g., radioactive instability). The reversion law could conceivably allow
exponential increase in rate (opposite to radioactivity). The best geophysical
analyses imply a steepening of temperature gradients within the earth with
time, which implies progressive change to less dense phases with time at all
phase transitions. So s o m e expansion from phase tranmtlons seem mewtable
even without an inherited super-dense ultra-phase But not enough. Serious
constraints are implied on the ongm of the solar system. The surface gravity
remains improbably high at a stage late enough to expect some evidence of it
(7 above) Initial rotation rates, even to a stage late enough to be detected,
become improbably high (8 above). Hence although I do not abandon it
out of hand I would suspect that, with phase change alone, I had not identified the prime cause of the empmcal expansion
Secular decrease zn G

Dlrac, Drake, Ivanenko and Sagltov, and Hoyle and Narllkar, proposed the
secular decrease m the gravitational constant, irrespective of its geophysmal
lmphcatlons (though aware of them). Wilson (temporarily), Egyed (latterly),
Jordan, Dearnley, and Sterner, used the phymcal suggestion to solve the
geological problem. The gravity potential energy of the earth accounts for
61% of its total energy (elastic compression 22%, heat 8%, radioactivity 2%,
etc.). The grawtatlonal potential energy is the volume integral of mgh, whmh
mvolves the grawtatlonal constant G, and the radms. Hence, if G decreases,
the earth radius must increase inversely to conserve energy. The estimated
average rate given by Hoyle and Narhkar (10 -1 °/year) would correspond to a
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ctrcumference increase of about 2 mm/year, or 400 km since the Tnassm.
Observed rates are greater than this but empiricism lndmates t h a t the expansion rate has been increasing with time, so that rates during the last 200 m.y.
were much faster than this average. Also, the expansion is increased by other
feedbacks. Throughout the earth there are phase transitions where minerals
condense to denser forms. At a given temperature these tranmtlons depend
on pressure. If G dlmmlshes, so does the pressure at all depths, and mmerals
change phase to their less dense forms, resulting in further expansmn. Grawty dffferentmtlon within the earth also results in expansion, because if a
uniform sphere progresses to a radially dlfferentmted one, the total potential
energy is greatly reduced At constant temperature this would result in expansion to conserve energy, or ff all this lost energy were dissipated as heat,
the nslng temperature would further shift the phase transltmn boundaries
with denser phases becommg less dense, and hence there would be further
expansion The secular decrease m G, if it is real, is probably competent to
account for the expansion. Sterner (1967) proposed a 300 m y. cyclic variation of G according to the positron of the solar system in its "cosmic y e a r "
galactic orbit, and combined this with the Dlrac-Jordan effect to give a
pulsed overall decrease in G which fits (3) of m y boundary condltmns. The
problem of boundary condition (7) -- a high value of surface gravity relatively recently -- remains Change m G (if this were the only variable) would
change the orbital diameter and orbital periods for all satellites.
R
R

G and¢O
G

2G

where R and ¢o are orbital radius and period respectively. From these, and
the precision with which R and co are currently known, Shapiro et al (1971)
estimated t h a t the rate of change of G could n o t exceed 4 • 10-~°/year,
which is a httle wider than the maximum rate proposed by Hoyle and Narllkar
(1971). In any case this hrmtatlon does not apply if mass Increases with
time, the increasing mass changes orbital radms and period m the opposite
sense to decreasmg G It could be that both changes (rh and G) spring from a
c o m m o n cause
Secular

increase

In m a s s

Hllgenberg proposed that the change m volume was due primarily to
growth m mass, from the absorption o f energy from the aether. All-pervading aether is no longer accepted, but let us look more closely at growth of
mass with time. I was told as a student that the universe was moving towards
a heat death -- when all matter had become radiation according to the
transformation, E = m c 2. We know m a n y modes whereby matter becomes
energy -- radloactlwty nuclear fusion, nuclear fission, novae, super-novae,
and y e t others. But it always seemed necessary t h a t this process should be
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reversible and t h a t modes should exist w h e r e b y energy begets matter, that
E ~ mc 2 should be reversible, and t hat in the long run, as in most reversible
reactions, a steady state should obtain. This seemed t o be imphclt in the laws
of nature, because all t h e o n e s of the universe Involved either Initial creation
o f m a t t e r or continuous creation of m a t t e r -- as hydrogen atoms in the m ost
e m p t y space, or as discrete stars, or as whole galaxies -- mewtable creation,
within a philosophy m whmh m a t t e r could neither be created nor destroyed v
Agmn surely E ~ m c 2 had to be a two-way p h e n o m e n o n T hen long ago
Jeans, m his A s t r o n o m y and C o s m o g o n y {1928), stud" " T h e t y p e of conjecture which presents itself somewhat insistently, is t hat the centres of nebulae
are of the nature of singular points at whmh m at t er is poured into our
universe from some ot her and entirely extraneous spatial dimensmn, so t hat
to a demzen o f our umverse t he y appear as points at which m a t t e r ~s being
c o n t m u o u s l y c r e a t e d . " What is this " e x t r a n e o u s spatial dunensmn"V It
would be consistent with the laws of nature t hat the source is energy -presumably radmtlon, but conceivably some o t h e r m o d e Is it a fundamental
law o f nature that all m a t t e r grows at a rate which IS a f u n c t m n of its own
c o n c e n t r a t m n 9 Perhaps with the expansion of the umverse as a corollary9
MacDougall et al (1963) pointed out t hat the fact t hat Hubble's constant
for the rate of expansmn of the universe ymlds also the postulated rate of
earth expansion, and the rate of expansion of the m o o n ' s orbit (Klepp,
1964), may imply a universal fundamental process Such a model would
p ro d u ce the same phenomenologncal behavmur of the earth t h a t Hilgenberg
sought from his aether sinks. It would avoid the problems (7) of improbably
high surface g m the not-too-distant past, and (6) of solar heat flux which
seems to be inherent in dependence on variable G alone, and also the boundary c o n d l t m n (2) of expansion increasing exponentially But it m ay go much
f u rth er and solve the unsolved emgma, t ha t the sun bears 99.9% of the mass
of the solar system but only 2% of the rotatmnal m o m e n t u m . The absorption of energy to permit mass growth would be very large For example, to
take an e x t r e m e hmltIng case, assume the mass of the earth had doubled m
200 m y , then 3 • 102T grams (half mass of earth) IS equivalent t o 21 10 40
joules (E = m c : ) , which is equivalent to 7 • 102s watts (taken over 200
m y ). (For comparison this is only an order less than the total energy o u t p u t
o f the sun m all modes.) If this energy were in the form of say neutrinos, the
implied n e u t n n o flux over the earth's surface would be some 30 megawatts/
cm 2 whmh is absurdly high. Hence a com b i nat i on of decreasing G and mass
growth would seem to be necessary ff this hypothesis is to be pursued.
Secular change o f e / m

Among the constants o f physics is the numerical ratio o f the charge on an
electron to its mass. In the long run this determmes t he size of a h y d r o g e n
a t om -- o f all atoms, the spectral wavelengths o f the Balmer series. Does the
" c o n s t a n t " vary with t i m e r Is the Doppler red-shift merely a vista of older
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light -- n o t because light "gets t i r e d " d u n n g hundreds of mflhons of years o f
j o ur n ey , b u t because it started of f t hat way, and t hat from t he m ost distant
nebulae we see Cambrian hght 9 This, of course, accords with Mflne's c o n c e p t
t h at " c l o c k t i m e " , based on the r o t a t m n of the earth and penodmltms of all
astronomic bodies, and " a t o m i c t i m e " based on t he spectral frequencies of
atomic vibrations -- two measures of time which are equated now by defmltlon -- are independent, so that atomic time pulsed m ore slowly than clock
time in the past, and will run progressively m ore rapidly m the future. Does
each atom, all matter, the whole umverse, expand with the progress of t, m e 9
Is th~s the meaning of the Hubble constant 9 I d o u b t it There is t o o much
cross-correlation in support of a genuine Doppler effect, which is confirmed
for the most distant objects by c o n c o r d a n t shifts m optical and radio bands,
and for nearer measures such as r ot a t i on of our own galaxy, and for very
near bodies such as the advancing and receding hmbs of Saturn and Sun But
equally I d o n ' t believe t ha t discovery of the most fundamental pnnclples of
nature is exhausted. Hoyle "saw no objection to supposing t hat present laws
are Incomplete, for they are almost surely m c o m p l e t e " . Nor in this connection does Occam's razor intimidate me, for Mother Earth was a com pl ex old
lady before Occam had his first shave' Which returns me to m y second
answer to the question of the cause o f expansmn; so I will sit on m y first
answer -- and m y empmclsm.
ENERGY FOR EXPANSION
Excluding kmetm energy of the earth's galactic m o t i o n with the solar
system and the earth's orbital and rotational energy, the pnnclpal energy
sources o f the earth are
Joules
grawty potential
elastm compression
heat
gravity differentiation
radioactivity

2 5 103'
9 0 1030
3.2 • 103°
1 5 1030
-~ 1.3 • 1030

%
62.5
23
8
3.75
1.13

The n e x t largest is probably the lsostatlc departure from hydrost at m equilibrium whmh amounts to only 2 " 1026 joules
Beck (1960) showed t ha t redistribution of density within the earth could
allow expansion at constant mass and constant grawtatlonal potential energy If improbable density distributions are postulated, expansions of the
order o f 1,000 km are possible. Expansions w i t h o u t external addition of
energy are possible even if the core is kept constant and only the mantle and
crust are changed. In a m o r e extensive study Beck (1961) considered the
energy sources of an earth ong, natmg f r om cold accretion and evolwng at
c o ns tan t mass, he concluded t hat some expansion was possible and plausible.
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Allowmg for radioactive heatmg and secular decrease in G to the extent
postulated by Dicke (1957), Beck found suffmient energy to account for an
expanmon of radius of 100 km, but, without some additional source of
energy, radius expansion of 1,000 km or more was improbable. Beck's analysis does n o t allow for the stored metastable energy postulated b y Egyed m
h~s inherited super-dense core, for the larger decrease m G postulated by
Hoyle and Narhkar, for the released elastm energy lmphed b y decrease m G,
nor for the case of secular increase in mass postulated b y Hflgenberg and
discussed by the reviewer (lnfra). Beck's analyms ~mplles that for the neardoubhng of the earth's radius postulated by Hllgenberg, Halm, Kelndl,
Egyed, Carey, Heezen, Barnett, Creer, Jordan, and Deamley, some energy
contribution from these sources which were omitted from his analysis, or
some other unspecified source of energy, would be necessary. Beck allowed
100 km for change m G as proposed by Drake. However the maximum
average rate of decrease of G (10 -1° per annum) proposed by Hoyle and
Narllkar would release gravity potential and elastic potential energy at the
rate of 34 • 1020 joules/year. This would imply 500 km radius increase since
the Triassic (400 km from grawty potential energy and 100 km from elastic
energy). In addition all phase transitions wlthm the earth depend on temperature and pressure. R e d u c t m n m G means that the pressure at all depths
diminishes, so that reversion to the less dense phase occurs at all trans~tlons,
further increasing the expansion b e y o n d 500 km since the Triassic If the
variation of G is pulsed b y the galactm rotation as proposed by Sterner, even
greater post-Tnassm expansion is possible. Hence, if we accept the variation
of G proposed by Hoyle and Narhkar, the energy is adequate both for the
more recent expansion, and for doubling of the radms since the Archaean,
even if no inherited metastable energy (Egyed), and constant mass, are both
assumed.
Cook and Eardley (1961), considering only thermal expansion and phase
changes as the cause of expansion, concluded like Beck "that the earth could
not have expanded to the extent proposed b y some advocates of continental
separation". They calculated that for a doubhng o f the surface area since the
Palaeozoic, an energy input of 5 • 102: ergs/sec would be necessary. The
maximum change of G of 10 -1 °/year estimated by Hoyle and Narhkar would
yield 1028 ergs/year from release of grawtatlonal potential and elastic energy, which to the precLslon of both calculations is of comparable order. Any
mLsflt could be bridged b y other variables involved.
TESTS

Objective tests are imminent to determine the expansmn of the earth.
(1) Two comer-cube reflectors have been placed on the moon. Three optical observatories at Canberra, Honolulu, and T o k y o have telescopes capable
of receiving reflected laser hght from a lunar comer-cube, which will give the
distance from each telescope to the c o m e r ~ u b e . Repetition after a few
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hours will solve the spherical triangle j o m m g the three observatories with an
accuracy of a few centlmetres. According to the "plate tectonms" hypotheses these three observatorms are approaching each other at a rate of several
centlmetres per year. According to the expanding earth model they are
separating at a few centlmetres per year. Remeasurement after a few years
would estabhsh the truth.
(2) Particle physmlsts with access to the high-energy Brookhaven accelerator have contemplated sending a pulsed beam of neutrmos right through the
earth from Chmago to Cocos Island m the Indian Ocean, to measure the
length of this chord with an accuracy of a few centlmetres. This again would,
after a few years of repetltmn, prove whether the earth is expanding or not
Neutnnos are the most elusive of all sub-atomm partmles They have no
rest-mass and no charge, and so do not respond to magnetm helds. They can
go right through an atom and even a nucleus with rarely any mteractmn, and
so the bulk of them will pass right through the earth. To contemplate focussing them mto a pulsed beam ls to ask for the near-impossible, but a stat~stmal
approach to this seems practmable.
(3) Dr. Sukuma, a Japanese geophysmlst, reported to the 15th IUGG m
Moscow m August 1971 that he had attained an accuracy of three mmrogals
m the measurement of absolute grawty. Now consider an earth expanding by
40% m 3 108/years
_
1_. dr = _0.4
. 10_S/year
r dt
3

At constant mass
dg _ dg dr _ - - 2 M G
dt
dr dt
r3

r

MG

r~ -

4

and

g -

0.4
~

10 -8 = - - 2 g

3

lrrpG ~- 109 pgals

0.13 • 10 -8 ~ --2 6 tzgalsyear-'

At constant density"
0.4

dtdg _ dgdr dtdr _ 34 IrpGr • 034 • 10 -8 = g T

" 10-8 ~- + 1 3/.tgalsyear-'

Although these terrellae are simple it seems to accuracy of measurement of
absolute grawty now m sight would detect earth expansion after a few years,
and would d~scnmmate between expansmn at constant mass or at increasing
volume and mass. However if mass were mcreasmg (as I suspect it may be),
and if at the same time the volume were mcreasmg because of phase changes
caused by increasing temperature gradmnt (as seems to be so), combination
could occur where the surface gravity increased or decreased or remazned
constant
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